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volunteers have found to be a rewarding
and enjoyable experience despite the current damaged state of the garden. Again
on the upside, the Old English Garden
has been looking lovely.

Savills is proud
to support
Friends of
Battersea Park.
Talk to Savills for all
your property needs.

Savills Battersea
238A Battersea Park Road
London SW11 4NG
020 3402 1900

It is great to learn more about trees which,
for many Friends, are the most important feature of the Park. Did you know
that there were so many lime trees of
so many different species? Do turn to
page 14 for enlightenment, with thanks
to Clive Freedman and Brian Livingstone
On pages 6 and 7, Fenella reviews Hunter
Davies’ new book London Parks and the
excellent The Wandsworth Common
This issue of Review goes to the printers
Story, A 150th Anniversary Celebration.
a week before our AGM. Friends not
The latter is packed with interesting
joining us by Zoom on 6 July might like
information.
to know that a key item of business will
be to say farewell to Karen Horan as a Hunter Davies chose the Pagoda as his
Committee member and as our wonder- top attraction in the Park, followed by the
ful producer of this magazine since June fountains. The fountains were specifically
2015. Karen has given many hours of designed to pay homage to the Festival
her time to taking and selecting her best of Britain Pleasure Gardens in Battersea.
photographs for the covers and doing In this 70th anniversary year, it’s worth
complicated jigsaws to set out the con- revisiting the pleasure of descending the
tents so beautifully. She has also dealt Grand Vista steps to see the fountains
with late entries and late changes with playing and to imagine yourself amongst
the well-dressed crowds of 1951 even if
astonishing equanimity.
you can no longer ride the Big Dipper
The good news is that Lydia Jones
or check the time by the Guinness clock.
answered our appeal for help and the
Review team is greatly looking forward Our summer issue would usually contain photographs of Friends enjoying
to working with her.
themselves at our annual BBQ in the
At the AGM, Fenella Barber (currently
Children’s Zoo. Sadly, for a second year
co-opted), Karen Buckle and Briony
affected by Covid-19, we have had to
Newman will be proposed as Committee
cancel the BBQ. However, hopes are high
members. The expectation is that others
for next year and for meeting in person
will be co-opted during the year.
at our Autumn Lunchtime Lecture on
Friends have also responded to appeals Monday 8 November. Book your lecture
for help with gardening in the Winter tickets now!
Garden. The cheerful photograph on
Cover Image: Central Avenue in
page 5 encapsulates what I know our
June
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Parkwatch
Eurobins

has been used in several Hammer House
of Horror films as a sound effect. If other
Friends see unusual species, please let the
Review team know by emailing media@
friendsofbatterseapark.org.

Battersea Park has now received 20 large
green Eurobins. The idea is that, where
possible and allowing for access, they will
replace many of the wire bins which have
to be emptied item by item and require
a lot of bending down for those who
empty them.

Love Parks Wandsworth
By the time you read this, four successive
weekends of entertainment in the Park
under the banner ‘Summer in Battersea
Park’ will be over. These were organised
by Enable. Highlights included live
music at the Bandstand on 19 June, the
Battersea Park Dog Show on 26 June,
yoga on 3 July and Wimbledon on the
big screen on 10 and 11 July. Activities
for children featured on all eight days.

The Dog Show

Some areas of the Park were also chosen
for the charity Plantlife’s ‘No Mow May’
campaign.

Drinking water fountains
After a long wait, four drinking water
fountains have now been installed in the
Park.
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Enable’s marketing team will help promote the trial.

World Clean-up Day
There will be no organised Friends’ event
but you might like to team up with a
friend and make a special effort to pick
up litter on Saturday 18 September.

Old (horse) chestnuts

They are functional, not beautiful, but
we hope that they will reduce the number
of single use plastic bottles that are
brought into the Park. These fountains
can be found by the tennis courts east of
East Carriage Drive, by the playgrounds
near the Sun Gate, on the Cricket
Pavilion wall next to Maple Walk, and
by the Children’s Zoo on North Carriage
Drive.

Following the article on horse chestnut
trees by Brian Livingstone and Clive
Freedman in the last issue of Review, a
Friend queried whether conkers could
deter moths. Clive has provided the following advice from the Woodland Trust:

This was a smaller event than in previous
years with social distancing and a limited
number of entries per class. As usual,
the Friends judged the last class for the
best trick. The proud winner was Friend
Nicola Nardelli and her curly coated
retriever D’Artagnan. We are very grateful to the Parks and Events Police Service
who organise the show and donate the
profits to the Friends of Battersea Park.

Recycling

Grass mowing
Some Friends have commented that the
grass in the Park is being mown less frequently than in previous years. This is
intentional and a response to the damage
done over last year and earlier this year
when many more people visited the Park
during the Covid-19 lockdowns. The
expectation is that if the grass is allowed
to grow for longer and remain unmown,
it will become both stronger and more
resilient.

Parkwatch

Enable have for some time been working
on a project to introduce a recycling trial
in the Park. This will begin shortly, if
not underway by the time that you are
reading this:
• Nine locations for recycling bins

Bowling green
What a splendid transformation! Let’s
hope that the Love Parks events in June
and July don’t damage the new turf.

Nightjar in the Park
Friend and ornithologist Michael Mac
reported in mid-May that he had seen a
nightjar flying around at dusk then, for
about an hour, on and off he heard its
eerie call. Michael reports that this call

• Two bins at each location: a smaller
bin for glass and a larger bin for DMR
or Dry, Mixed Recycling (card/paper/
magazines/tin cans/plastic bottles)
• Collections twice weekly, before and
after the weekend
• A zero to landfill promise on all waste
• Data capture on overall waste streams
to be provided by the contractor to
allow Enable to see what is being recycled, contamination rates etc.

If moths are munching their way through
your winter wardrobe then conkers could
be the answer. The horse chestnut seeds
contain a chemical called triterpenoid
saponin that wards off pesky pests. Place
fresh conkers among your clothes and as
they dry out, they emit the
moth-repellent.

Winter Garden
Dan Pearson visited the Winter Garden
on 29 April. He was shocked at the
damage done mainly as a result of children running all over the garden creating
wide paths through the planted areas.
These paths had become so extensive and
so compacted that they were being used
as regular routes including by adults and
dogs. The good news was that the underlying structure of the garden was still intact
albeit badly damaged in places. The bad
news was that Dan believed that without radical action, that structure would
disappear due to the damage to plants,
compaction of soil and the emergence

of more and more barren patches. He
strongly advocated cordoning off certain
areas to allow them to recover.
Enable have considered this proposal
and have concluded that it is impossible to fence off selected areas without
then increasing pressure on the remaining
‘open’ spaces. As a result, please expect
to see the full length of the planted areas
on both sides of the path fenced off so
that the garden can be properly restored.

On a happier note, the volunteer gardening days run by Thrive, who manage
the garden, have been a considerable
success. Various hard-working Friends
have weeded, cut back overgrown foliage, planted divided plants and watered
the garden. They have made a significant
difference. These days have also brought
Friends together and been congenial and
rewarding. The current plan is that they
will begin again on 11 August.

Schools project
Our primary schools project is well
underway. Working with the Sir Walter
St John’s Educational Charity, who are
managing the scheme, the Friends have
given five local primary schools a grant of
£2,000 each. This is to enable all children
in the school to visit the Park as part of
an educational programme devised by
each school to suit their circumstances.
The five different schools have separately
focussed on poetry, biology, geography,
community and sustainability, and a day
of wide ranging activities.
We are delighted that each school has

come up with such worthwhile programmes and we hope that their pupils
will thoroughly enjoy their visits to the
Park. A full report will be included in
the next issue of Review.

BAFTA success at the
Bandstand

On 6 June, Sky Arts’ four 26-minute
programmes ‘Life & Rhymes’ presented
by Professor Benjamin Zephaniah came
out top in the Entertainment Programme
Category and won the Bafta TV Award
for Entertainment—beating Ant and Dec
Saturday Night Takeaway, Strictly Come
Dancing and The Masked Singer.
The series was filmed at the Bandstand
in Battersea Park during lockdown. A
second series will be filmed in the Park
and shown this autumn.

Hepworth loan
On 1 July, the Council’s Community
Spaces and Open Spaces Committee is
expected to approve the loan of ‘Single
Form (Memorial)’ by Barbara Hepworth
for the exhibition ‘Dame Barbara
Hepworth at the Rijksmuseum Gardens’
at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam
between 28 May 2022 and 25 October
2022. This would be subject to Planning
Permission, Historic Buildings Consent
and all relevant assurances and protocols
being in place to ensure safe collection,
exhibition and return of the sculpture in
its original condition. All costs, except
for those of Council officers, would be
covered by the Rijksmuseum.
The Friends’ Committee was consulted
on 7 June. Although the sculpture will
Parkwatch is continued on p.7
Battersea Park Review
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Broader Horizons
Fenella Barber
London Parks
by Hunter Davies
Simon and Schuster Ltd £16.99
The Wandsworth Common Story
by the Friends of Wandsworth
Common £12.50
Two new books to peruse came my way:
London Parks by Hunter Davies and
The Wandsworth Common Story by
the Friends of Wandsworth Common.
I dipped into both and began close to
home with the Battersea Park chapter of
London Parks. The subtitle is A Stroll
Around the Capital’s Greatest Glories,
and I ambled through the last chapter
dedicated to Battersea Park. I am familiar with the name Hunter Davies and
I wondered what he made of our Park.

like an affluent park not just because of
the class of some of its locals, but because
of the quality of the park itself ” and elsewhere “a classy and attractive park”.

the 1951 programme which is now a collector’s item. His second favourite thing
“the fountains when turned on—one of
the leftover attractions from the festival”.

He calls the book a personal journey and
it is that on every page, with his chatty
personal style. I read only the Battersea
Park chapter so am not sure how he
ambles through the other parks, but he
pulled me in with his interest in the history of the Park, his observations on its
perhaps less well known corners, and his
conversations with key Park people, in
our case, Neil Blackley is given a starring role.

Like many of us adjusting to the digital era, he pleads for a good map, has a
moan, and gives a salute to the humble
leaflet: “the whole world expects you to
log in to find out anything and everything … Leaflets can be kept, reread,
reused, passed on, a souvenir from a
memorable visit”.

“The object of this book is to give a
hurrah for London’s parks” and it certainly does that. He spent a year walking
around London’s parks and this publication comes at just the right moment as we
can all relate having walked and pulled
ourselves through the pandemic year.
For each park he lists his favourite things.
In Battersea his top pick is “The Peace
Pagoda, by the Thames, just because it
was so unexpected to find it there, so
stunning, so gleaming.” He was stunned
the first time he saw the Pagoda and surprised at Neil’s answer as to why it is so
clean. Many know the reason, but not
all do. If you don’t know, you can read
the book! He writes about it charmingly.

He loves the Park and surprisingly for
someone who had lived in London for
60 years, he had never visited before. It
seems love brought him here, and caught
in the Battersea Park embrace, he fell in
love with the charms of our Park too. I
quite understand.
“My main initial impression of Battersea
Park, first coming to it as an outsider, was
of the quality of the park. Battersea feels
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He is captivated by the “exceptionally
elegant” 1924 war memorial by Eric
Kennington. And quite rightly points
out “London parks do contain, often
hidden away, references and mementoes
to people and events once of national
importance, now almost totally forgotten. I had certainly never heard of the
Brown Dog Riots”.
Clear highlights are echoes of the
Festival of Britain “I remember as a boy
in Carlisle in 1951 reading loads about
the wonders of the Festival of Britain,
all the exciting events and exotic attractions”. The fun part of the Festival was
in Battersea Park with the Battersea
Pleasure Gardens and you get a sense of
him walking around with his own copy of

He came to know and love this Park he
had never visited before, and in the introduction he notes another echo many of us
feel more acutely after the last year “We
need our parks more than ever before for
our health and spirits, our bodies and
souls, to keep us fit, to save us from pollution, to protect nature and wildlife”.
Fighting for green spaces was what
drew me in with gusto to the 150th
Anniversary Celebration that is The
Wandsworth Common Story, a fine celebration indeed. I was hooked from page
three, with a call to arms I was ready for
“To the Inhabitants and Working Men
of Wandsworth & Battersea … Down
with the Fences!” It goes on “Will you
allow Bankrupt and Speculating Builders,
Land Societies, Beershop Keepers,
Railway Companies, Tailors, Gentlemen
and Noble Lords, to rob you and your
children of their Common Rights and
Footpaths.” I will not!
I am hardly clothed in the history of
Battersea Park, far less Wandsworth
Common, but this celebration drew me
in and told me of the struggle to keep
the common, of its heroes and villains,
with historical maps galore, and glorious
old photos and anecdotes. From page
173 we have:
The Commons to the Rescue! Cutting
verse taking aim at Earl Spencer

Rise Barnes and Streatham!
Wandsworth rise,
At Wimbledon’s loud summons!
We can’t afford to let a Lord

Play tailor to our Commons
The coat I’d save that Nature gave,
Though sorely torn and tattered.
The gorse gold-lace frayed off its face,
The turf ’s green velvet battered.
That coat though rough I would not doff,
In spite of gods and men, Sir,
To show myself, my skirts cut off,
In what is called a Spencer.

nature, culture and politics along with
the very fine introduction.
I loved my wander through this book. I
learned of John Buckmaster who saved
the day and Tom Taylor who wrote and
published some fine poetical commentary in Punch. I learned of Emily Duval,
of John Archer and the Battersea Cough
Drop.

The history and the details in this book
are enchanting. Did you know “Many
of the access points to the roads off the
common were v-shaped? This helped
farmers to herd their animals off the
common” and “most of the roads that are
named still exist. Sadly ‘Dunghill Square’
is no longer with us. Hearty quantities of
manure were needed to grow the asparagus for which Battersea was famed”.
The authors of this celebration set themselves the challenge of finding 150 articles, quotations and anecdotes and have
produced them in this beautiful book.
It includes quite some detail about individual buildings and roads, many not
known to me with my Battersea Park
horizon, but I revelled in the chapters on

in peril and the campaign to save the
common I was enchanted with this book.
“At all times, open, unenclosed and
unbuilt on”. The gravel pits, the gorse
and the greedy developers, along with
glorious maps. A great book and I salute
The Friends of Wandsworth Common
Heritage Group for its production.
Extract from Warning of Wandsworth
Common by Tom Taylor

Midnight lay still on fair West Hill,
Wandsworth Snored silent night;
But
for
yell
and
scream
of the whistling steam,
As the darkling trains roared by.
That sound always, both night and day,
Must Clapham Junction hear,
Now Battersea Plains are a place of trains
That ‘sparagus erst did rear.
What rich feasts of light and air
‘Neath the blue sky’s breezy tent,
I would spread—life-giving fare—
To the pale Poor, city-pent!
So I slept—till evil men
Stript and scarred me, back and brow;
Think, oh think, what I was then,
A celebration indeed! From the common
See, oh see, what I am now!

Parkwatch
. . . Cont/d
be much missed, the Committee did not
object to the proposed loan as long as all
necessary measures to protect it were in
place. The Committee asked for a suitable
plaque to explain that the sculpture was
on temporary loan to the Rijksmuseum.
Meanwhile, in the UK, Barbara
Hepworth—Art & Life is at the
Hepworth Gallery, Wakefield (hepworthwakefield.org) from 21 May 2021 to 27
February 2022. Barbara Hepworth—
Art & Life is published by Thames
& Hudson (thamesandhudson.com),
price £25

Mystery filming at the Cascades Some fencing would be temporarily
Just before we went to press, Head of
Parks, Neil Blackley told us that Warner
Brothers would be filming at the Cascades
for a sequence in a major film.

His colleagues had been working closely
with the production team to deliver ‘a
fairly challenging programme’ due to
run from 30 June to 8 July. The filming
team needed access to the Cascades to
enable them to rig up a lightweight sun
screen on wires between trees to create the
impression of darkness during filming.

removed. There would also be temporary closure of the pathways leading to
the Cascades from the Pump House and
the Subtropical Garden. There would
be a filming unit in Rosery car park and
technical support vehicles along the eastern side of Central Avenue.
Neil had thoroughly reviewed the proposal and was satisfied that all necessary
precautions had been taken to prevent
damage to the Park.
A major Hollywood star would be in the
Park during the two days of filming.
Battersea Park Review
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Trustees’ Report for the year
The year ended March 2021 was unprecedented in the history of the Friends
given it began shortly following the
imposition of lockdown restrictions
due to Covid-19 which continued to
a greater or lesser extent for the period
covered by this report. As a consequence,
our usual programme of events including
both the BBQ and our lunchtime lectures
had to be cancelled.
Despite the restrictions of lockdown,
your Committee held 9 meetings during
the year by Zoom and the Annual
General Meeting was conducted via the
same medium albeit in September rather
than July.
Membership of the Friends stood at 628
at year end 31 March with 55 new members joining during the year
The Friends’ finances were deprived
of the revenues typically raised from
the BBQ and sales of merchandise at
various events. However, we received
a number of donations throughout the
year from Friends, many of whom who
were thankful for having the Park open
during lockdown and wished to make
a tangible expression of their gratitude
to all involved. There was one donation
amounting to just under £5,000. Covid19 has had a material impact on the

Park and also on the broader community around the Park. In response,
your Committee made several financial
commitments which we hope will help
the fabric of the Park where damage has
occurred and enrich the experience of
visiting it for all visitors.
The Winter Garden suffered from significant use and misuse during lock down.
Wishing to avoid permanent damage to
a valued space for which Friends raised
£150,000 in 2008, the Friends financed
Thrive, who manage the garden, to lead
volunteer gardening days for volunteers
from the Friends and Thrive. These
days have partly replaced those previously funded by large companies which
ended because of Covid-19. This work is
ongoing. Secondly, in recognition of our
constitutional aim of educating within
the Park, the Committee allocated funds
to five local state primary schools to bring
children into the Park on educational
visits. This initiative will be led by the
Sir Walter St John’s Educational Charity
who have extensive experience in this
field. Allied to the educational theme
and in response to requests and suggestions from Friends, your Committee also
agreed to fund two additional information boards within the Park to focus
on trees and wildlife, and to work with

Enable Leisure and Culture to update the
Tree Trail leaflet and to make it available
in the form of an app.
The Annual General Meeting which
took place by Zoom in September was
very well attended with over 60 participants. At the meeting the following
positions were proposed, seconded and
duly approved: Virginia Derbyshire
as independent examiner for the year
ending 2021, Adrian Flook continuing
for a further three years as Treasurer, and
Juliet Lyon-Smith formally confirmed as
Secretary. The approval of the Annual
Report and Accounts was proposed by
Frances Radcliffe and seconded by Adrian
Flook. In attendance at the meeting were
Neil Blackley, Head of Parks Enable
Leisure and Culture and Inspector Steve
Biggs of the Parks Police who answered
a number of questions raised by Friends.
Your Chairman continued to represent
the Friends at meetings with the Council
and at three meetings of the Wandsworth
Green Spaces Forum which are attended
by Friends groups and Management
Advisory Committees (MACs) across
the borough together with Councillors,
Council officers and Enable. A major
focus of these meetings was to lobby
the Council on the terms of contracts

JOHNSON’S
Picture Framing & Gallery

ended 31 March 2021
for the management of parks and open
spaces across the borough where Enable
Leisure and Culture were reappointed
for a further five year term in April 2020
and for the Horticultural and Arboreal
contracts where changes were made to
the providers in February 2021 with the
appointment of Continental Landscapes
for grounds maintenance and horticulture and KPS Ltd for the trees.
Your Committee exercised close scrutiny of planning applications which may
impact the Park and objected to two: one
to erect a 20 metre communications mast
near the Millennium stadium and one
to raise by two storeys the block of flats
at St Mary Le Park Court which would
impact views from the Park. The application for the mast was withdrawn and
we continue to monitor developments
regarding St Mary Le Park Court.
Despite the restrictions of Covid-19, the
editorial, production and distribution

teams behind Review delivered the usual
three issues without interruption. Our
thanks go to everyone involved particularly Frances Radcliffe, the editor, and
Karen Horan who leads the production
effort but who will stand down after the
Summer 2021 issue taking with her our
sincere gratitude. We are grateful to those
Friends who have continued to deliver
Review by hand to save substantial postage costs.
The Trustees would like to express their
thanks to all those who work and volunteer in the Park for their efforts during
a very challenging year. We are hopeful
that, as we head further into 2021, the
lifting of restrictions will continue and
we will be soon be able to enjoy the Park
fully and welcome Friends back to our
events.
We also thank Virginia Darbyshire who
has examined this year’s accounts.

Friends of Battersea
Park Committee
Garon Watkins Chairman
Fenella Barber (Review)
Russ Coffey (Web)
Inge Darling (Children)
Chris Davies (Dogs)
Claire Elliot (Thrive)
Adrian Flook (Treasurer)
Karen Horan (Review Production)
Peta May Law (BBQ)
Juliet Lyon-Smith (Secretary)
Michèle Marriott JP (Events)  
Sally Orman (Advertising)
Frances Radcliffe (Review/
Planning)

Annabel Stein (Membership)

FAST EFFECTIVE TREATMENT
TO GET YOU MOVING
Physiotherapy assessment and treatment for
pain and injury management to help get you back
enjoying your life.

Reduce Pain
Improve Movement & Function
Identify Movement Faults
Musculoskeletal pain syndromes are seldom caused by isolated
precipitating events, but are the consequences of habitual
imbalances in the movement system.’ Sahrmann

58 Battersea Bridge Road
SW11 3AG
Tel: 020 7978 5533

GET STARTED TODAY ON IMPROVING
YOUR MOVEMENT HEALTH

www.johnsonpictureframingsw11.co.uk
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Remembering John Commander

HRH The Duke of Edinburgh KG KT
Philip Wright OBE

Hallam Murray

Almost ten years ago, our Committee realized that the
time had come to update The History of Battersea Park
produced by the Friends in 1993. Frances Radcliffe
had the wisdom to approach Jennifer Ullman, ex Chief
Parks Officer, and the Supremo of the 1998–2004 Park
Restoration, to undertake this. However, after careful
consideration by the Books Committee, with Jennifer, it
was decided to go for a completely new, illustrated history.

that he met my Godfather John Piper who, together with
Russell Page the landscape designer, Osbert Lancaster the
cartoonist, and others, helped to design our very own
Pleasure Gardens.

In 1952 he joined the Arts Council which had only been
founded a few years earlier. It was here that he met many
of the great British artists of the mid-20th century including Barnett Freedman, Ben Nicholson, Edward Bawden
For this reason, we approached John Commander to and John Minton.
undertake the design, to arrange for the printing and to
Later, John became head of design at the distinguished
use his trained eye as a publisher to help edit what turned
Wisbech printing firm of Balding and Mansell and
out to be a fine new history of the Park which we hope
the inspiration behind the publishing of the American
will remain relevant for another ten years or more.
National Union Catalogue. Eventually this became a
Last month, John died at the ripe old age of 94 with his 754-volume set containing details of almost all volumes
marbles still fully intact. He was such a remarkable and published between the invention of moveable type in the
self-effacing man that we felt it would be appropriate to 15th century and 1956. This formidable exercise covered
run a short piece in Review about the man and his life. many years, in which John used his technical expertise
to achieve what had been thought virtually impossible.
John was born in Birmingham in 1927. He went up
to Balliol College, Oxford in 1945 where, amongst his John became Publisher of Mansell, and he expanded their
friends was Francis King, the novelist. His first job was repertoire with the purchase of Scolar Press where he pubwith the Council for Industrial Design, which was pre- lished Ted Hughes’s Cave Birds and Ladurie’s Montaillou
occupied with The Festival of Britain. It was at this time together with large numbers of beautifully reproduced
reprints of important texts of English literature and linguistics. It was at this point that I met him and he took
me on as sales manager. On one occasion I carried the
original of a Byron letter by car, from the Murray pubpadspawsandclawspetgrooming@gmail.com
lishing archives, to Ilkley, Yorkshire where John was able
to invent, with the Scolar printers, a new way of creating
195b St Johns Hill, London SW11 1TH
an almost perfect facsimile. Years later, copies would turn
padspawsandclawspetgrooming.com
up having been mistaken for originals!
@padspawsclaws1
John’s other achievements included inspirational design
work for The Book Collector and Hortus and, possibly
of greatest lasting importance, his chairmanship of the
William Blake Trust, and the production of facsimiles of
Blake’s illuminated books.

On 2 June 2004, His Royal Highness The Duke of Edinburgh
arrived at the Rosery Gate of Battersea Park driving himself
in a Land Rover from Buckingham Palace. Prince Philip had
come as guest of honour to unveil a solid bronze plaque on
the Park’s Victorian Bandstand during the official Battersea
Park re-opening ceremony.
He was welcomed to the Park by the Mayor of Wandsworth’s
Councillor Chief Lola Ayonrinde. In addition to Wandsworth
Councillors and staff, he was introduced to the Heritage Lottery
Fund Director, Carole Souter, landscape designer, Hilary Taylor,
and the Friends’ Chairman. Philip Wright.

The Friends owe John a considerable debt of gratitude.
To buy a copy of Battersea Park by Jennifer Ullman go online
at friendsofbatterseapark.org or send a cheque for £12.50 to
Friends of Battersea Park, 32 Brynmaer Road, SW11 4EW.
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There were mixed reactions to the plaque. One schoolchild
remarked “they’ve ruined the only decent place we had to
play marbles”.
For all those who had a chance to spend a few moments with
Prince Philip during his afternoon visit to Battersea Park seventeen years ago, the memories of his humour, charm and
natural way with people live on. He was indeed a true friend
of the Park.
Editor’s note:

Philip Wright’s first meeting with the Duke of Edinburgh
was in 1950 when he was 10 years old and it took place in
a swimming pool in Cyprus. Philip’s father was Governor
and had invited Prince Philip to use the pool when he was
commanding HMS Magpie and had called in on Cyprus. The
evening swims of the two Philips coincided. Young Philip was
fascinated by Prince Philip’s flippers which he was allowed
to use until his governess shouted: ‘It’s time to get out now,
Philip’ causing Prince Philip to look up with a start.

OPTIQUE
OPTICIANS
OPTIQUE
OPTICIANS
OPTIQUE
OPTICIANS

0207 228 1268

After retirement, John and his wife Yvonne (Skargon),
possibly the finest wood engraver of her generation, moved
down to Lavenham from Islington. From scratch they
designed and planted an exquisite garden that so many
admired. Walking down Prentice Street, looking into
the kitchen window, there would always be a stunning
arrangement of dried flowers from the garden, largely
consisting of spectacular giant alliums. During the course
of the publication of our History, we were invited to
Lavenham for a lunch meeting: an unforgettable occasion!

Fund. With financial support from Onyx Environmental Trust
and the Friends of Battersea Park’.

INDEPENDENT OPTICIANS

INDEPENDENT OPTICIANS
INDEPENDENT OPTICIANS

In his speech at the Bandstand, Prince Philip said “I would like
to pay tribute to everyone who had a hand in restoring the Park
and returning it to something of its former splendour” adding
“it’s a marvellous place for London and for people to come
and use. It’s nice to see so many people using it here today”.
Following the unveiling of the plaque, Prince Philip toured
the Park’s newly restored sub-tropical garden in an eight-seater
golf buggy, afterwards taking the reins of a Young’s Brewery
dray drawn by two black horses. He drove the dray along West
Carriage Drive and into Central Avenue exchanging greetings
with other Park users including a young man flat on his back
riding a recumbent bicycle.
After disembarking from the dray, Prince Philip joined other
guests for tea in a marquee on the Pump House Gallery lawn
where Philip Wright introduced him to the Friends’ Secretary,
Elizabeth Hood, and other members of the Friends’ Committee.
The inscription on the plaque reads:
‘Battersea Park was re-opened to the public by HRH The Duke
of Edinburgh KG KT on 2 June 2004 after extensive restoration
by Wandsworth Council supported by the Heritage Lottery

Optique of Battersea is an independent Opticians with over 30 years
Optique of Battersea is an independent Opticians with over 30 years
of expertise in providing friendly and caring Ophthalmic Eyecare
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Watching Waders

Events

Paul Albrecht

Be aware that some of these events are provisional and subject to confirmation or cancellation

AUGUST

JULY

Are those godwit on the mudflat,
Are they turnstone at the edge,
With dunlin, stint and dotterel for a start?
There’s a crested grebe—or plover—
Or a redshank on a ledge;
If only I could tell them all apart.

And it isn’t any simpler
When any of them sings,
(If you can call a mournful wail a song).
I can’t classify their whistles
From the whiffle of their wings.
“A knot!” I cry. It’s not, I’m always wrong.

OCT

Ornithologists! When busy
Ringing birds below the knee,
To carry plastic tags that just perplex,
Would you spare a passing thought for
Unobservant souls like me
And hang some little placards round their necks.

NOV

SEPT

But their plumes are sad and sombre
And their shapes are all the same,
With pointed beaks and stalky spindly legs.
They peer and probe and paddle
But for all that I can name,
They might as well have stayed
inside their eggs.

Sunday 18
6am to 7am
Site is weather dependent
Thursday 29
7am to 5pm
Bandstand and Pump House Lawn
Tuesday 3 to Friday 6
11.30am to 4pm
Millennium Arena
Monday 9
at sunset
Peace Pagoda
Thursday 2 to Sunday 5

Lord Mayor’s Balloon Race
Approx 50 Balloons
Wanderlust 108 London
Triathlon, yoga and guided meditation
Tickets from Eventbrite
Battersea Summer Scheme Sport in the Park.
Sports, workshops & activities for young people.
Nagasaki Day Peace Walk
from Westminster Cathedral at 7.45pm to the Park for Floating
Lantern Ceremony
Chelsea Flower Show so car parks busy

Tuesday 14
2pm

Guided walk on homes and housing in Battersea Park and
Prince of Wales Drive. £5 donation to Friends welcome.
Contact fhradcliffe@gmail.com to book and for meeting place.
Friends Informal Litter Picking in the Park
as part of World Clean-up Day
Autumn Decorative Antiques and Textiles Fair

Saturday 18
Logistics by e-mail nearer the time
Tuesday 28 to Sunday 3
11am to 6pm
Battersea Evolution
Wednesday 13
Thursday 14
Thursday 21 to Sunday 24

11am to 8pm

Battersea Evolution

MAR

Saturday 6
Gates open at 6pm, display at 8pm
Sunday 7
Monday 8
Doors open 12.15, Lunch and Lecture
from 1pm to 2pm
Ethelburga Community Centre
60 Worfield Street, SW11 4RA
Monday 21 (2022)
Ethelburga Community Centre

EVERSHED BROTHERS LIMITED

24 HOUR SERVICE • PRE PAY FUNERAL PLANS
HOME VISITS • HORSE DRAWN HEARSES
COMPLETE FUNERALS FROM £880 PLUS FEES
CARING FOR YOUR COMMUNITY SINCE 1832
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Aﬀordable Art Fair
Fireworks in the Park
Ticketed event
Second Fireworks Event
Details tbc, see enablelc.org
The Friends’ Autumn Lunchtime Lecture
Charlotte Le Marquand of the Mammal Society will talk about
the Mammals of Battersea Park and Beyond. Buy £6.50 tickets
plus optional £5.50 lunch at friendsofbatterseapark.org/events or
use the enclosed leaflet if payment is by cheque. Further information from 020 7622 5199.
The Friends’ Spring Lunchtime Lecture
Full details in the Autumn/Winter Review

We provide management for residential blocks of flats in
Battersea, Belgravia, Kensington & Knightsbridge.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

180 BATTERSEA PARK ROAD
BATTERSEA SW11 4ND
Tel: 020 7622 4935

JP Morgan Chase Corporate Challenge

We agree the level of service with our clients. We are here to:

•
•
•
•
We provide management for residential blocks of flats in Battersea,

We provide management
for residential
blocks&ofKnightsbridge.
flats in Battersea, Belgravia,
Belgravia,
Kensington
You
Chelsea, Kensington & Knightsbridge.	
  

Listen
Advise
Take Action
Report back—to you
can contact us for more information on

We agree the level of service with our clients. We are here to:Tel: 020 7622 9259 or Email: post@slpropertyconsult.co.uk

We agree the level of service with our clients. We are here to:
• Listen
• Listen
• Advise
• Advise
• Take Action
• Take Action
• Report back - to you
• Report back – to you

and at 174 Battersea Park Road, London SW11 4ND
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Lime Trees

1

3

T. platyphyllos

Brian Livingstone and Clive Freedman
T. cordata
There are around 300 lime trees in
Battersea Park, but you won’t find any
limes on them for your drinks. The fruit
which we call a lime is produced by a
completely different tree whose name is
believed to be derived from an Arabic or
Persian word, via Spanish or Portuguese,
whereas the name of the lime trees in the
Park is derived from the Middle English
word ‘lind’—the wood of the tree used to
be called ‘linden’ in English. The botanical name for the genus is Tilia, the name
used by the ancient Romans.

One of the cultivars of common lime,
Pallida, provides most of the trees in
the avenues either side of the fountain
ponds. The other trees in these avenues
are a different hybrid, Crimean limes
(Tilia x euchlora). The glossy leaves
of the Crimean lime are less attractive
to aphids and have brownish tufts on
the underside. Lime trees line Unter
den Linden, the boulevard in Berlin
which runs from the City Palace to the
Brandenburg Gate—the first lime trees
were planted there in 1647.

Limes are the fourth commonest kind
of tree in the Park after plane, holly
and maple/sycamore. Over half are
common limes (Tilia x europaea), a
naturally occurring hybrid between
small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata) and
large-leaved lime (Tilia platyphyllos)
(fig.1). Although common limes are rare
in the UK in the wild, from the early
17th century to the mid-20th century
they were the most planted kind of lime,
and they are frequently found in London
parks and squares.

Silver limes (Tilia tomentosa) have leaves
with dense white hairs below which give
the undersides a silvery appearance (fig.
6). A number can be seen in the area
between Albert Bridge Road and West
Carriage Drive. These include examples
of the Petiolaris cultivar, which has weeping side-branches. In 2019 a Brabant
cultivar of silver lime was donated by
Wandsworth Council and planted in recognition of the “dedication and commitment shown by the Friends” and you can
find it in the grass to the east of the Pear
Tree Cafe. This cultivar is less attractive
to aphids, and drought tolerant. It should
grow to 20m.

In and around the Promontory Garden
you can see some large-leaved limes.
Their leaves can be larger than those of
the common lime, up to 15 x 15 cm as
opposed to typically 10 x 10 cm, and
the sides of the leaves may droop. The
leaves of a large-leaved lime have small
hairs all over the underside of the leaf,
whereas the leaves of common lime only
have whitish tufts under the vein joints
(figs.2a & 2b). Common limes often
have prolific suckers at the base of the
trunk (fig.3).
The small-leaved lime has leaves of
around 8 x 8 cm with brownish hair tufts
on the underside (fig.4). It used to be one
of the commonest trees in England, but
it is now absent in the wild from many
counties. Unlike the hanging flower clusters on large-leaved and common limes,
the flowers on small-leaved limes spread
out at all angles and are often smaller
(figs.5a & 5b). There is a row of smallleaved limes in front of Putt in the Park.
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When the inconspicuous yellow flowers come out in June, it is hard not to
notice their sweet aroma, which has been
described as a blend of honey and lemon
peel and can be detected from some distance away. Bees love these flowers, and
from them can be made a tea which is
used in herbalism. After the blossom has
fallen, small pea-like fruit hangs from a
ribbon-like bract which helps the seeds to
disperse further from the tree. The fruits
of the common lime are shown in fig.5c.
If you have parked under a lime tree you
may find that a sticky film has been deposited on the car. Aphids feed on the tree’s
sap, and secrete a sugary waste, known as
‘honeydew’, which falls and accumulates
on surfaces below. Ants, which farm the
aphids, feed on the honeydew.
You may see odd-looking red or yellow

tubular growths on the upper surface of
lime tree leaves. These are caused by a
mite. As it sucks sap from the leaves,
it releases chemicals that produce these
growths, within which it is protected
(fig.7).
The leaves of a lime tree are heart-shaped
and often asymmetrical. The lime is
one of the first trees to lose its leaves in
autumn.
The height of a lime can exceed 40 metres
and they can live for 500 years. The lime
trees in St James’s Park are said to have
been planted around 1660.

T. x europaea
2a

T. x europaea

2b
4

The flowers, leaves, and wood, together
with charcoal made from the wood, can
all be used for medicinal purposes.1
The wood of a lime tree is very suitable
for fine carving:

T. x europaea

“Smooth Linden best obeys
The carver’s chisel; best his curious
work
Displays in nicest touches.”2
Grinling Gibbons, the 17th century
sculptor, is famous for his intricate lime
wood carvings of flowers, fruits, leaves
and small animals which can be seen in
places such as St. Paul’s Cathedral and
Hampton Court.
Contact batterseaparktreewatchers@
btinternet.com if you would like to discuss trees or other flora of Battersea Park
with the authors.

5a

5b

5c

Bract

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilia

1

From Robert Dodsley’s three canto blank
verse georgic on Agriculture (1753).

2

6

T. platyphyllos

T. tormentosa

7

All the photographs for this article have
been taken by the authors.
You love the Park, but are not yet
a member?

With rates from as little as £10
a year you can join online at
friendsofbatterseapark.org or phone
07495 542399 for details
Battersea Park Review
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Wandsworth’s Biodiversity Strategy

Interview with David Beamish

Valerie Selby, Enable’s Parks Development & Biodiversity Manager
In February this year, Wandsworth published its first biodiversity strategy. This
details priority places, habitats and species in the Borough, and sets out a clear
way to work together to ensure their
protection.
Battersea Park is a designated Local
Wildlife Site (sometimes called Site of
Importance for Nature Conservation or
SINC) as it is recognised to be a core
area of high biodiversity value. It is one
of 31 SINCs in the Borough and stands
alongside Tooting Common, the River
Thames, Wimbledon Common & Putney
Heath as the four sites in Wandsworth
deemed to be valuable at the Londonwide or metropolitan level. Such sites
are generally afforded protection from
development harm through the Local
Plan process and their effective conservation is key to meeting national and
international objectives for biodiversity.
The strategy indicates that habitat (and
in some cases specific species) surveys
will be undertaken at intervals no greater
than 10 years apart in Local Wildlife Sites
and that these sites will all have 10-year
management and maintenance plans. I
will be working towards a timeline for
us to find the funding for the necessary
surveys to inform this plan as part of
our work to deliver the strategy actions

in Battersea Park.

ii. bigger—expanding the areas of priority habitats/landscapes.

Overall, the Park is home to several priority habitats including neutral (wildflower) iii. more—creating new habitats/
grassland, lakes, woodland and scrub
landscapes.
which also includes dead wood habitats.
iv. joined-up—improving links and
The Park is an important open space in
connections between habitats at the
central London with locally significant
landscape scale.
numbers of waterfowl associated with its
large lake, including shoveler and tufted v. promote—informing people about
duck. The islands in the lake support a
how they can enjoy access to prior‘heronry’ which is a place where herons
ity landscapes and work with us to
come together to breed communally.
benefit biodiversity.
Three areas within the Park together form
the Local Nature Reserve: The Wilderness
(parallel to Queenstown Road) which is
a secondary woodland with four glades
and a seasonal pool; The Meadow (to the
north of the Millennium Arena) which
has a circular belt of mixed woodland and
scrub surrounding a managed meadow
area; and Rosery Copse (behind Rosery
Lodge) which is a sanctuary area protected from public access that provides a
woodland important for breeding birds.

This means that initial efforts will be
directed towards improving the quality
of existing priority habitat areas, before
devising any schemes to enlarge them or
create new ones.

Last but by no means least is the list of
priority species within the biodiversity
strategy. Of particular relevance for the
Park are tawny owls, bats, peregrine falcons, starlings, swifts, stag beetles and
insect pollinators. Work to benefit these
can, by its very nature, benefit a range of
Importantly, the biodiversity strategy other species. We have already begun to
priorities for borough-wide action at work with Tree Officers who are looking
the landscape scale will be based on the out for potential owl roosts when they
inspect trees, as well as approaching any
following principles:
necessary work to trees likely to support
i. better—improving the quality of
bats or nesting birds in a sympathetic
existing priority habitats/landscapes.
manner. Starlings are using the grass
sports pitches to forage, demonstrating
Photo: John Taggart that all aspects of the Park landscape
have a role to play in supporting wildlife. Swifts feed over the lake, feasting on
emerging aquatic invertebrates to replenish their energy levels between their long
flights to and from Africa, even if their
nest spaces are only to be found on local
buildings and so require householders to
work alongside us to protect this species.
In collaboration with the Friends, we
are working on plans to provide interpretation boards for key habitats in the
Park as well as exploring the potential
of online links for visitors to learn more
about wildlife in the Park.
For more information, follow the link:

wandsworth.gov.uk/news/campaigns/
climate-change/together-on-nature
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Michèle Marriott

David Beamish is the director and coowner of Putt in the Park, a group of
mini golf courses and clubhouse cafés.
Born and brought up in Lincolnshire,
he moved to London in 1981, where he
started his career as a Chartered Surveyor
in Chelsea. He lives in Battersea, as do
his twin daughters, Tara and Georgie.
His two Labradors, Dilly and Sky, are
his constant companions.
Where did the inspiration for Putt
in the Park come from?

I was looking for something different
to do with my children that was family
friendly, suitable for every age group
and not prohibitively expensive. Being
a keen golfer, I came up with the idea
of a mini golf course, with a café/clubhouse attached where customers could
relax, have a drink and get something to
eat. The courses are quite quirky, so they
are suitable for everyone, whether you
play golf or not. Of our customers, 25%
are families, 25% children and the rest,
adults—it really does have something
for everyone.
Where did you open your first
Putt in the Park?

We opened our first one in Wandsworth
Park in 2013, followed by Battersea Park
in 2016 and Acton Park in 2018. We
were then approached by a representative
from Colchester Council, who loved the
concept and we opened our first site outside London in Castle Park, Colchester
in 2019. We are currently looking at
another couple of sites in London.

Battersea Park and when we opened in
Acton Park, they brought friends over,
so the pizzas are truly Neapolitan. My
daughter, Tara, does all our social media,
so it does feel a very family oriented
business.

play golf, where you are given a specific
tee-off time, or to reserve a table for a
drink or a meal. The system is working
really well and we will continue with it,
even when everything opens up. Before,
we would sometimes have a big queue of
people waiting to play—using the online
All the venues are dog friendly as well—
booking system means everything works
they have to be, as Dilly and Sky go evemore efficiently.
rywhere with me.
The Pandemic has been horrendous
for businesses like yours. How has it
affected you?

It has been an extraordinarily difficult
time. We were closed during the first
lockdown in 2020 from March until
July and then again from the beginning of November to March this year.
Unfortunately, during this time we lost
a lot of our kitchen stock as it went out
of date. Maintenance of the venues was
also difficult, especially the courses, as
they need constant sweeping and cleaning because of the trees. We were lucky
that we could open for the few months
in between lockdowns and that all our
permanent staff were on furlough while
we were closed.
Wandsworth Council has also been
incredibly fair, as they didn’t charge us
rent during the lockdowns, which was
an enormous help.

Do you have a good relationship
with your neighbours, Go Ape?

We work closely with Go Ape and provide the refreshments for their corporate events. That side of the business has
obviously suffered tremendously, but
hopefully it will pick up again when the
restrictions are lifted.
What does Battersea Park mean to
you?

Living in Battersea for over 20 years, it
has become a huge part of my life and
my children’s lives. I walk there every day
with Dilly and Sky, who are mother and
daughter, and I just love the diversity of
it. My one bugbear, however, is the rubbish that people leave—why don’t they
take it home?
How do you spend your free time?

Walking the dogs twice a day is great exercise, as well as relaxing. I am also a keen
golfer and I play regularly at Denham
Has anything changed because of Golf Course. My dogs always come with
the Pandemic?
me, so I’m killing two birds with one
We are still working at half capacity stone—giving them a good walk whilst
because of the distancing rules—hope- doing what I enjoy most.
fully that will improve after 19 July. The
Book at puttinthepark.com/courses/
biggest change is that everything now
battersea-park
What makes your mini golf courses
has to be booked online, whether it’s to
different?

They are all in beautiful surroundings and
you can pop in just for a drink or a snack,
as well as playing mini golf. Wandsworth
Park and Castle Park both have cafes that
serve alcohol and soft drinks, as well as
freshly-made light meals and snacks.
Battersea Park and Acton Park both
have a clubhouse, serving alcohol and
soft drinks, as well as snacks, light meals
and the best pizzas in London, cooked
in wood fired pizza ovens. We employed
chefs from Napoli to run the kitchen in
Battersea Park Review
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Take your pick?
Annabel B Stein
Amber, Green or Red? Who knows any
more, and who knows, as you read this,
whether these coloured country listings
will still be relevant. But if you’re here
instead of over there, been there and now
back feeling nostalgic, or simply want
to eat in a restaurant where the cuisine,
ambiance and a little imagination can
almost make you feel that you have the
real overseas deal, then read on!

(Amber): My Francophile cousin and I
arranged to meet for lunch at Colbert,

where we’ve both dined on many an
occasion. It is a deliciously Parisian café
type restaurant with an ‘All Day’ menu
boasting croques, crustaces, viandes etc
which make this cosy, buzzy, popular
and very la la place so special. I can
never resist a snail, so the Escargots a
la Bourguignonne (£13.75) it had to
be, followed by Duck Confit with flageolet beans (£18.75). My cousin went
for the Prix-Fixe (£19.50) and from it
chose the Minted Pea Soup followed by
Grilled Hake, Provencal vegetables, and
sauce vert. We skipped dessert because
our allotted time (as made clear upon
booking) was practically up. Hastily we
polished off our wine, drank our coffee,
then having had yet another wonderful meal, bade each other au revoir and
left to go our separate ways: she hoping
to return to her house in France asap.

make a reservation for dinner. With the
golfer’s pug and buggy sharer making up
the party, we understandably had to sit
outside. It was a cold evening and the
rain teemed down. Luckily our table
was under the awning and near a heater
but we still needed the rugs which were
thoughtfully provided. The men tee-ed
off with Gambas Piri Piri, whilst I chose
the Grilled Chorizo which arrived aflame
like a Christmas pudding. The golfer had
his Chicken Piri Piri (hole in one!), my
brother chose the Roasted Suckling Pig
with Orange and Sweet Potatoes, whilst I
went for the Grilled Octopus with garlic
new potatoes and French beans. For dessert, we treated ourselves to a traditional
Portuguese Custard Tart with cinnamon,
followed by coffee. We all thoroughly
enjoyed our courses, complemented by
a bottle of red and white ‘Adega da Vila
Portugal’ wine, which I gather are firm
slogger favourites. We had a lovely evening with attentive service and both men
said they really did feel they were back in
Portugal—apart from the weather.

Caravela Restaurant, 145–149
Battersea High Street, SW11 3JS. 020
3489 7747. Open Tuesday to Friday
from 5pm to 10pm and Saturday and
Sunday from midday to 10pm. Last
orders 8.45pm. Closed Monday. Prices
range from £7.50 for starters, £15
Colbert, 50–52 Sloane Square, SW1W Main, £4.50 dessert.
8AX. 020 7730 2804. Open Tuesday
(Red): Although Argentina and India
to Saturday 8am to 10.30 (last orders)
are two red listed countries with cuisine
and until 10pm (last orders) on Sunday
represented locally, I sacrificed them
and Monday. Prices are too varied to
to welcome a newcomer to Battersea,
list.
Al Phoenic. This Lebanese (amber
(Green): Even though Portugal is cur- listed) restaurant, with its white linen
rently on this list, ‘tourists’ are still being
encouraged to stay away much to the
fury of the golfer. With his golfing trips
to the Algarve curtailed, he was having
severe withdrawal symptoms and quite
desperate for a chicken piri-piri. My
brother, whose golfing trips were also
being thwarted, was similarly bereft.
I’d always wanted to go to Caravela,
a Portuguese taberna type restaurant,
so this was the perfect opportunity to
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table cloths and a flower on each table,
opened on the site previously home to
PizzaExpress. Eager to try it out, my
widowed friend of an Egyptian, and an
expert on all Eastern Mediterranean food,
joined me there for dinner. Cruising
through the vast ‘Dining In’ menu she
went straight for three mezze (starters):
Fattoush (garden salad with Lebanese
bread, sumac, lemon and pomegranate); Batata Harra bil Kouzbara (sauteed

potato with coriander chili and garlic),
Lamb Kebbeh (cracked wheat shell filled
with minced lamb, herbs and pine nuts)
and a glass of house rose wine. I, however, stuck to a starter and main routine,
and ordered Batinjan Ajami (aubergine
with tahini, roast walnuts, pomegranates and molasses) followed by Lamb
Five Spices (lamb, spices, mushrooms,
shallots with mashed carrot potato) plus
a glass of red Lebanese house wine. After
such generous portions we were rather
full. Nevertheless my companion insisted
we shared a couple of typical Lebanese
puddings and ordered the Riz bil Haleeb
(rice pudding flavoured with rose water,
pistachio & strawberry) and Ossmalieh
(crunchy vermicelli pastry with ashta
cream, syrup and pistachio), followed
by mint tea. Every dish was exceptionally tasty and beautifully presented, the
service was immaculate, and altogether
we had a wonderful culinary feast.
PS The fresh food lovingly displayed in
their counter section is clearly popular
with the take away brigade and the lunchtime inside/outside table diners.

Al Phoenic, 46–54 Battersea Bridge
Road, SW11 3AG. 020 7924 1986.
Open from midday to 11pm Monday
to Sunday. Prices from £5.50 for Mezze
(starters), from £15 for Main Courses,
from £5 for desserts, from £8.50 for
salads and £6 for the children’s menu.
This piece was written before
Portugal was moved from the green
to the amber list on 8 June and
before the Government announcement on 14 June that restrictions due
to be lifted on 21 June would be
continued. In-house dining restrictions include masked waiters,
some tables (a maximum of six per
table) remaining unused to allow
for social distancing, heating kept
low and windows left open to allow
for ventilation.

